
TOS 

 

TOS and basic information (please, read it)  

Please follow these TOS, as I will have to decline your commission otherwise. 

 

Please don't commission me if you don't have money. Support the artists by paying for their 

work so that the competitiveness in the market is kept. 

 

You can note me in order to clarify any of my rules. Don't send me random NSFW stuff to 

keep the chat going - it's only for business so if you don't obey this rule I'll delete the chat 

without further ado. On this basis I may refuse to work with you in the future. 

 

I draw: 

humans / fantasy/ anthro/ nsfw (ask me about specific fetishes in notes) / sfw/ lgbtqa + 

 

I don’t draw: 

vomit/ gore/ scat/ vore/ pedo 

 
 

WORKING PROCESS 

For custom comms: 

Step 00 – note me with a request of commission with all its details so I can calculate the exact 

price. After receiving necessary information alongside with character sheets I send an invoice 

(payment via PayPal).  

Step 02 - The customer makes payment within 24 hours and only after that I start work.  

Step 03 - I can send sketch to the customer  if we discussed it before. 

Step 03 (if applicable) -->rough sketch/modifications b/w -->cleaner sketch b/w -->cleaning 

lineart -->flat colours -->shading -->effects and final touch ups -->alt versions (extra charged)  

• You can ask for edits during the process but chosen pose stays the same (more than 3 edits 

are extra charged). 

Step 04 – customer receives the art with all its versions in full size 

Done! 

 

 
DEADLINE 

*Depending on the queue and specifics of each commission it may take from 1-4 weeks. I'll 

keep you updated on the process. YCH’s usually take a week, custom commissions depending 

on a complexity from week to four (unless other deadlines are specified in the offer). I will 

notify you if your work is delayed due to some extraordinary events. 

 
PAYMENT 

- PayPal, full prepayment, payment in USD 

- Payment must be completed within 2 days from request of a custom commission or within 24 

hours from the moment of claiming an ych slot. 

- I start working after payment. 

*Before receiving a payment (within specified deadline) both artist and commissioner have the 

right to cancel the commission.  

 
EDITS 

  



- If the commissioner does not need a WIP at any step except sketch, he (she) should tell me 

about this. 

- Any changes can be made only at the sketch stage of your commission. - Any changes at any 

further step must be discussed and are charged separately. 

- After completion of work no edits are possible. 

 
PROGRESS 

You can check the progress of your commission on Queue - Trello  

 
REFUND/ CANCELLATION POLICY 

- cancellation and therefore the refund in full amount is not possible after start of work 

- if I’m unable for whatever reason to finish the commission you’ll receive the refund based on 

progress 

- if I’m unable for whatever reason to start the commission you’ll receive the full refund 

COPYRIGHT 

*Rights of the author. The copyright on the final art belongs to me. I have the right to place on 

the art signature with my nickname and other info, to place the final art in my own gallery on 

other resources, to use the final image in other projects, artbooks, portfolios, etc. Rights of the 

customer. The customer has the right to use the image in any non-commercial purposes full 

size image for personal use. 

 

 

DO NOT: 

 

- Reproduce/use the copyrighted artwork commercially (you cannot use the artwork for 

personal income). 

- Take Credit for the creation of the artwork (you cannot state you have drawn it yourself). 

- Remove any watermarks/signatures. 

- Alter the artwork without discussing it with the artist (me). 

 

I don’t sell Commercial nor Private rights of any artworks. 

 
Thank you for understanding! 

~ Moony  

 

 

 

 

https://trello.com/b/Y708MIou/commissions
https://www.furaffinity.net/user/angmoonstarss
https://www.furaffinity.net/user/angmoonstarss

